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The Computational Interaction and Robotics Laboratory 
(CIRL) is  devoted to the study of problems that involve 

dynamic, spatial interaction at the intersection of imaging, 
robotics, and human-computer interaction.  

Scene Analysis and 
Manipulation 

Figure 7: Lots of Close Stu�

Figure 8: Grocery Items.
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What*Is*HMCS?*

AugmentaBon*of*human*physical)capability*by*
rendering*context)appropriate)physical*

assistance*to*a*user*within*a*recognized)task))

Courtesy Spirit Aerosystems Courtesy Autonomous Solutions 

What*Is*HMCS?*

AugmentaBon*of*human*physical)capability*by*
rendering*context)appropriate)physical*

assistance*to*a*user*within*a*recognized)task))

Courtesy Spirit Aerosystems 
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The*Plan*

•  Human>Machine*CollaboraBve*
Systems*in*surgery*

•  Human>Machine*CollaboraBve*
Systems*in*VR*
*

•  Human>Machine*CollaboraBve*
Systems*for*telemanipulaBon*

Why*HMCS*

•  Increase*skill*and*safety*

•  Reduce*injury/improve*ergonomics*

•  Extend*working*life*

•  Create*new*applicaBons/opportuniBes*for*
people*and*roboBcs*
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Major*HMCS*Problems:*

•  RecogniBon:*What*is*going*on?*
–  Sensing*and*learning*

•  DifferenBaBng*stylisBc*and**
consequenBal*variaBon*
–  Latent*variable*analysis*

•  Contextual*Assistance:*What*to*do*to*help*
–  Virtual*fixtures*
–  InformaBon*augmentaBon/sensor*subsBtuBon*

–  Training/feedback*

A*Beginning:*ReBnal*Surgery*

•  Used*SHR*
–  All*DOF*except*
Z*base*stage*

•  Data*recorded*
–  Fx,Fy,*Fz*
–  Tx,*Ty,*Tz*
–  ||translaBon||*

•  Users*pushed*foot*pedal*to*signal*transiBons*for*
training*HMMs*

S. Hundtofte, A. Okamura, and G. Hager. Building a task language for segmentation and 
recognition of user input to cooperative manipulation systems. In Proc. 10th Int. Symp. on Haptic 
Interfaces for Virtual Environment and Teleoperator Systems, pages 225-230, 2002 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*
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Recognizing*AcBon*from*KinemaBcs*

•  Peg>in>hole*
–  Place,*PosiBon,*Insert,*Withdraw,*Remove*

–  Model*of*cannulaBon*

•  “PainBng”*
–  Place,*PosiBon,*Paint,*Remove*

–  Model*of*membrane*removal*

•  5>state*HMM*trained*for*each*gesture*

•  Fully*connected*HMM*for*tesBng*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

What*is*an*HMM?*

•  Draw*on*the*board*Greg!*
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What*is*an*HMM?*

•  Draw*on*the*board*Greg!*
•  What*is*a*Markov*model?*

•  What*is*a*hidden*Markov*model?*

•  What*are*the*two*problems*
– Modeling*

–  Inference*

RecogniBon*Results*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*
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Acquiring*MoBon*Data*at*Scale*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

In-situ manipulation 
data at scale for free! 

Surgeon’s console 

Video connections at the 
vision cart 

Stereo video 
cables 

daVinci API/ethernet 

Expert Surgeon - trial 4 

HMCS>Language*Of*Surgery:*
ObjecBves*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*
Intermediate Surgeon - trial 22 

1.  Develop*models*for*regularity*of*manipula7ve)moBon*during*
surgery*without*reference*to*style,*skill,*or*user.*

2.  Understanding*the*underpinning*of*skill*>>*system*skill*vs*
manipulaBve*skill*
* **

3.  Reflect*models*of*skill*back*to*improve*training*and*
performance.**
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Suturing*Gesture*Vocabulary*

1. Reach for needle 

2. Position needle 

3. Insert and push needle 
through tissue 

6. Pull suture with left hand 

4. Move to middle with needle 
(left hand) 

8. Orient needle with both hands 

7. Pull suture with right hand 

5. Move to middle with needle 
(right hand) 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*

Early*da*VinciExperiments*

•  4>throw*
suturing*task*

•  72*moBon*
variables*

•  15*expert*trials*
•  8>moBon*

vocabulary*

Corpus!

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*
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Classifier*vs*Manual*SegmentaBon*

91.88348

91.92457

92.09356

91.34455

91.06354

91.14563

91.46462

91.26361

% correct

LDA output

dimensions

Number of

labeled classesn

Expectation Maximization + Bayes Classifier!

Henry Lin!
Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*

Classifier*vs*SegmentaBon*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*
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Second*Data*CollecBon*At*IntuiBve*
Surgical**

Subject ID Medical 
Background 

Da Vinci Training Hours? 

A - - <1 
B - - 10-15 
C - - 100+ 
D X X 100+ 
E X X 100+ 
F - X 100+ 
G - X <10 
H - X <10 
I - - <1 
    
    
 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*

Each subject performs >= 5 reps of 3 tasks 

Results*of*RecogniBon*State*Labeling*

•  Setup*I:*Good*trials;*mixing*of*subjects*with*training*

•  Setup*II:*Trials*with*errors;*mixing*of*subjects*while*
training*

•  Setup*III:*Train*on*one*subject,*test*against*the*rest*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

LDA)Dimension) Setup)I) Setup)II) Setup)III)

10* 83%* 82%* 73%)

15* 86%* 82%* 71%*

20* 87%) 83%) 70%*

Data-Derived Models for Segmentation with Application to Surgical Assessment 
and Training, B Varadarajan , Carol Reiley, H Lin, S Khudanpur, G Hager, Proc. 
MICCAI 2009  
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How*Do*We*Recognize*Skill?*
1: the ability to use one's knowledge effectively and readily in execution or 
performance  
2: dexterity or coordination especially in the execution of learned physical tasks 
3 : a learned power of doing something competently : a developed aptitude or 
ability 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

Data>Driven*Assessment*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

Task versus Subtask Surgical Skill Evaluation of Robotic Minimally Invasive Surgery Carol E. 
Reiley and Gregory D. Hager, Proc. MICCAI 2009  
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Expert>Expert*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*

Expert>Novice*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*
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Recall*the*Language*of*MoBon*Idea*

1. Reach for needle 

2. Position needle 

3. Insert and push needle 
through tissue 

6. Pull suture with left hand 

4. Move to middle with needle 
(left hand) 

8. Orient needle with both hands 

7. Pull suture with right hand 

5. Move to middle with needle 
(right hand) 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*

Recall*the*Language*of*MoBon*Idea*

3 Tasks describable with 8 surgemes 
based on manual annotations of  
experts 
 
Noticeable common substructures 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2010*
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HMMs*

•  Composed*of*a*sequence*of*“hidden”*states*
(gestures)*
*

•  Observe*something*correlated*with*the*
hidden*state*(in*our*case*moBon)*

•  See*hnp://videolectures.net/
hltss2010_eisner_plm/video/2/*

Learned*Human>Machine*Performance*
(Nicolas*Padoy)*

PSM Trajectory 

PSM Trajectories 

Pin Task 

Suturing Task 

Transport 

Transport 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2011*
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Classifier*vs*SegmentaBon*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2009*

AugmentaBon*Using*a*Task*Model*

Fig. 1. Configuration of the da Vinci robot: patient side manipulators plus
endoscopic camera (left) and master manipulators (right).

T1 T2 T3 T4
manual auto manual auto 

completion 
recognition 

execution 
termination 

completion 
recognition 

Fig. 2. Task model: transitions between manual and automatic subtasks.

With the development of dexterous robots, different groups
have proposed techniques to automate specific surgical tasks.
An example of a task that has been addressed is knot tying.
In [3], recurrent neural networks are used to learn a loop
trajectory from demonstration. In [2], robot dynamics are
learned to replay the trajectory at an increased speed. The
needle insertion task has also attracted much attention: a
geometric task model is designed in [4] to compute the path-
planning of the needle insertion. In [8], a circular motion is
automated for needle insertion after the surgeon has marked
the insertion point with a laser-pointer. It remains however
open research to design automation methods that either deal
with the environment such as tissues and suture threads or
rely on collaboration with the operator.

A natural way to allow collaboration between a robot and
the operator is to change the interaction mode based on
the current context. This has been demonstrated on a curve
following task in microsurgery by using virtual fixtures to
impose path constraints on the manipulator [9].

Context modeling for real-time recognition of the current
surgical task has been addressed in [10], [11], [12], [13],
typically using automata or Hidden Markov Models. But,
these approaches have not yet been tested for modifying the
execution of the operation. In Sec. IV, we use a recognition
approach inspired from [13], but in a simpler setting as our
task model is sequential.

Finally, several assistance extensions have been proposed
for the da Vinci robot. They primarily aim at displaying
registered pre-operative images within the surgeon’s view
[14], [15] or at providing 3D user interactions [16]. Also,
improvements for human-machine interactions with the da
Vinci system, such as camera control while operating the
tools at the same time, has been described in [17].

III. SETUP

A. Task Model

For the purposes of this paper, we consider a task to consist
of an ordered set of subtasks that need to be executed in

# Name # Name
1 Grab pin1 from East 7 Pin pin2
2* Move pin1 to North 8* Move tool back to East
3 Pin pin1 9 Grab pin3
4* Move tool back to East 10* Move pin3 to South
5 Grab pin2 11 Pin pin3
6* Move pin2 to West 12* Move tool back to East

TABLE I
PIN TASK DESCRIPTION . THE STAR (*) INDICATES THE AUTOMATED

SUBTASKS.

a sequential temporal order. To ease the presentation, we
assume that the tasks alternate between a manual and an
automated subtask, starting with a manual subtask. This can
be achieved by aggregating the consecutive subtasks of each
type -manual or automated- as a single atomic subtask.

Let a task T consist of a sequence of subtasks T1, . . . , TN ,
where N = 2n. T2, T4, . . . , TN are assumed to be the
automated subtasks. In this work, such subtasks are the ones
which do not involve interactions with the environment or
fine manipulations, but require larger motions instead.

Fig. 2 briefly illustrates the task model, which can be seen
as an automata in which transitions are either triggered by
the recognition of the manual subtask completion or by the
termination of the automatic subtask.

B. Illustrative Tasks
The two tasks used to demonstrate our approach are

illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The first task, called pin-task,
requires a single instrument and consists in displacing three
pins to three cardinal locations (Fig. 3(a)). The task consists
of six large transportation motions learned by the system and
of six fine motions executed by the operator, consisting in
grasping and pinning. A summary of the subtasks is shown in
Table I. The motion performed by the instrument is displayed
on Fig. 3(b), in which the transportation and fine motions are
represented with different colors.

The second task, called sut-task, requires two instruments
(referred to by left and right) and consists of performing
a running suture with three needle insertions (Fig. 4(a)). It
consists of five generic motions repeated at three successive
locations. Three fine motions are performed by the surgeon:
grasping needle with right instrument, inserting needle and
grasping needle with left instrument. Two transportation
motions are learned and automated: pulling thread out with
left instrument and handing in the needle back to the right
instrument at the location of the next suture point. All the
subtasks, concatenated into manual/automated subtasks, are
listed in Table II. The motions performed by the two instru-
ments are displayed on Fig. 4(b), in which the transportation
and fine motions are represented with different colors.

C. Robotic environment
In our setup, the pod used to accomplish the task can

be manipulated by two patient side manipulators (PSMs)
having each 7 degrees of freedom (DOFs). Each PSM

***Limited circulation. For review only.***

(a) Start & end state of the pod. (b) Exemplary trajectory of the instrument. The
red (dark) parts indicate the segments annotated
for automation.

Fig. 3. Pin Task, performed with a single instrument.

(a) Start & end state of the pod. (b) Exemplary trajectory of the two instruments.
They normally intersect, but have been isolated
for better visualization. The red (dark) parts
indicate the segments annotated for automation.

Fig. 4. Suturing Task, performed with two instruments.

# Name
1 Grasp needle (RT) from pod,

move to 1st suture point (RT),
Insert needle (RT), grasp it (LT)

2* Pull thread out (LT), move back to 2nd suture point (LT)
3 Grasp needle (RT) from (LT),

Insert needle (RT), grasp it (LT)
4* Pull thread out (LT), move back to 3rd suture point (LT)
5 Grasp needle (RT) from (LT)

Insert needle (RT), grasp it (LT)
6* Pull thread out (LT), move back to pod end point (LT)

TABLE II
SUTURING TASK DESCRIPTION. (*) INDICATES AUTOMATED SUBTASKS.

(RT) STANDS FOR ”RIGHT TOOL” AND (LT) FOR ”LEFT TOOL”.

controls a surgical instrument. In our case the PSMs have
the same instruments during the task, namely two large
needle drivers. The 7th degree of freedom corresponds to
the opening of the instrument grasper. We also assume for
simplification that the left (resp. right) master manipulator
controls the left (resp. right) PSM, even though more general
tele-operation configurations are possible using the da Vinci
robot [5]. During tele-operation, the instruments and the pod
are observed by a stereo endoscopic camera, which can be
moved using a specific 6 DOF manipulator.

Four main coordinate systems (or frames) are of im-
portance in this setup (see Fig. 5). The task coordinate

Ccam

Cworld

Ctask

Cinst

[Tin , R
in ]

[T ca
, R ca]

[T
ta , R

ta ]

Fig. 5. Coordinate systems illustration.

system Ctask is specific to the task and independent of the
robot initial kinematics. The camera coordinate system Ccam

indicates the position of the stereo endoscopic camera and
the instrument coordinate systems Cj

inst indicates the position
of instrument j, with j ⇥ {0, 1} denoting the left or right
instrument. Finally, the origin of the world, for instance
representing the base of the robot, is denoted by Cworld.

We denote by [T,R] ⇥ R3 � SO3 3D transformations
composed of a translation T and a rotation R. In the
following, we assume that we know the transformations
[T inj

t , R
inj

t ] from Ccam to Cj
inst and [T ca

t , Rca
t ] from Cworld

to Ccam at each time t. They are collected using the da
Vinci research interface [18]. Additionally, we need the
transformation [T ta

t , Rta
t ] from Ccam to Ctask. We obtain this

***Limited circulation. For review only.***

T1 T2 T3 T4
manual auto manual auto 

completion 
recognition 

execution 
termination 

completion 
recognition 

Pin Task Suturing Task 

* = automated 

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2011*
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Two*Examples*
*

Copyright*GD*Hager,*2011*

(Padoy, Hager - Patent pending; To appear, BMVC’12) 

Adding*Context*
36*
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(Bodenstedt, Padoy, Hager – To appear, AIFS) 

Adding*Context*
37*

Combining*PercepBon*with*Tasks:*
TransatlanBc*TelemanipulaBon*

•  >*¼*second*Bme*delay*

•  Limited*percepBon*

•  Complex*manipulaBon*

How do we solve this problem? 

Look and move strategy 
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Combining*PercepBon*with*Tasks:*
TransatlanBc*TelemanipulaBon*

•  Ground*acBon*in*percepBon*of*objects*
•  Define*canonical*manipulaBon*trajectories*

•  Detect*intent*relaBve*to*plan*

Combining*PercepBon*with*Tasks*
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In*AcBon*

HMCS:*New*Plarorms*

•  Raven II™ was funded by a NSF 
equipment grant to build an open 
source surgical robotics platform for 
use in a research setting. 
 
#

•  Intuitive Surgical Skills Simulator 
is a key ingredient to next steps in  
developing active learning and  
assistive technologies for surgery  #
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HMCS*Projects/CollaboraBons*

•  DLR>LiveTime>JHU*transatlanBc**
telemanipulaBon*
* *Burschka,*Haddadin,*Amir,*Whitcomb,*Bohren*

•  Balaur*interacBve*wall*
with*JHU*library*

Guerin,*Choudhury*

*

•  NRI*CollaboraBons*
*Okamura,*Blake,*Abbeel,*Goldberg,*Rosen*
*Howe,*Pfister*

•  Autonomous*SoluBons*SBIR*

Summary*

•  RoboBcs*is*about*more*than*autonomous*
execuBon*of*rudimentary*tasks*

•  Robots*will*interact*with*people*–*they*will*
have*to*understand*and*react*to*them*

•  CS*will*be*at*the*core*of*this*effort*–*it*will*be*
about*the*souware,*not*the*hardware!*

*
hnp://www.cccblog.org/2012/08/24/what>computer>science>
can>teach>us>about>roboBcs/#more>8941*
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Summary*

Rethink Robotics just announced today! 


